Content Developer and Editor
Office of Sustainability

Description
Connecticut College has developed a deep commitment to holistic sustainability over the last three years and constantly working to expand and improve its efforts. Enhancing the amount and quality of communication with our campus and external communities is a critical component to achieving the College’s sustainability goals. The Content Developer and Editor will serve on the Communications Team and assist the Office of Sustainability in developing the most effective and easy to understand communications with its constituents.

Some of the responsibilities that Content Developer and Editor will have are:
- Craft all written content for the Office of Sustainability (e.g. news articles, website text, some blog posts, some social media posts, pamphlet text, etc)
- Edit all news articles of the office published on all types of social media
- Coordinate with all campus media organizations to enhance the communicating efforts of the office (e.g. College Relations, The College Voice, CC Magazine, etc)
- Edit and collaborate on all important documents to be published by the Office of Sustainability
- Other duties as assigned

Requirements
- Excellent writing and analytical skills
- Strong verbal communication skills
- Proficiency with Power Point Word and Excel
- Comfort collaborating with others of achieve goals
- Confidence working under pressure with short deadlines
- *Samples of each candidate’s work will be requested during the application process*

Compensation
Mandatory participation in 2-credit Applications of Sustainability Seminar (SUS 293) that meets Fridays from 11:50am-1:05pm. The course is taken pass/fail.

Supervisors
Josh Stoffel, Co-Director
Senior Fellow for Communications
Office of Sustainability
Office of Sustainability
jstoffel@conncoll.edu
(860)-439-5218